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Geopolitical, Moral Views
Highlight Viet Discussion
By JUDY HIRSCH
Managing Editor
General discussions on Viet
Nam, ranging from a geopolitical
outlook to the moral aspects,
were presented by five panelists
at the Viet Nam Forum Sunday
evening.
The five panelists Included
Phillip Luce, guest speaker sponsored by the Young Americans
for Freedom; Dr. Joseph Buford, chairman of the geography
department; Dr. Gilbert Abcarian, associate professor of poliKOHL HALL was named the outstanding residence hall for
the academic year 1965-66 Saturday night. Head Resident Hal
Wassnick (center) and Assistant Head, Jim Hartsook (left)
are shown receiving the award from Ed Von Hofen, vicepresident of the Mens Inter-Residence Hall Council. (Photo
by Frank Newell.)

Selection Of Justices
Delayed By Council
The selection of Student Court period to one week and an injustices by Student Council apcrease in the limit for camparently was deadlocked at last
paign expenditures.
The other amendment would
Thursday's Council meeting.
increase the number of members
Council was supposed to select
of the Student Body Elections
Justices for the seven-man Studand Organizations boards to sevent Court and the five- man Trafen. At present, both have five
fic Court at Thursday's meeting
but a final decision had not been
members, while all other boards
reached when the meeting adhave seven.
journed at about 12:30 a.m.
WftSxWftWftttW^
Two special meetings have
been called for tomorrow night
by Jack Baker, student body president. The first is scheduled
to begin at 7 and the second at
7:20.
:ft The B-G News will not pub- ft:
The selection is expected to be .. lish an edition Thursday as g
completed at the second meeting. ft- regularly scheduled because :£
Two meetings are necessary :•:• of the Publication's Banquet :£
because two constitutional am- :•:• the night before.
g
endment introduced Thursday :•:• There will be a special :|:
must be voted on. An amend- :•:• supplemental issue on the 8
ment must be passed at two con- :•:• newstands Sunday afternoon, g
secutive meetings before adop- ft dealing with the various
tion.
ft awards which are to be preOne amendment would change :£ seated
that
afternoon at
several regulations concerning :£ the Recognition Day program.
all-campus elections, including
an extension of the campaign ftS*:*:*:*-:*:*:*^

No News
I On Thursday |

Sigma Nu Files
Appeal Case
Sigma Nu social fraternity has
appealed an IFC tribunal's decision that denied the fraternity
the right to accept the firstplace trophy for the Bike Race
and to count the first-place
points towards the A11-Greek
Events Trophy.
After winning the bike race Saturday, the Sigma Nus received
the trophy from the DU's despite
a recommendation from Dean of
Men Wallace Taylor that the
award be deferred.
The formal appeal has been
tentatively accepted by the University Appeals Board. It will
be heard "sometime next week,"
according to Howard Shine,board
chairman.
Until a final decision is reached
the trophy will be held by Sigma
Nu and the All-Greek trophy
award will be delayed.
A formal complaint alleging
that Sigma Nu had "converted
chattel ( racing bicycle) belonged toTheta Chi Fraternity to
its own use," was filed Thurs day by Theta Chi.
An IFC tribunal consisting of
Jim Oliver, Alpha Tau Omega;
Cralg Procario, Pi Kappa Alpha
•—•1 Kent Harbison, Delta Upsilon,

TV's Tim Conway To Perform

TIM CONWAY
--

*

Television star Tim Conway
will appear on campus-May 24
in a program sponsored by the
Undergraduate Alumni Association.
Mr. Conway, a 1956 University
graduate and star of television's
"McHale's Navy" program, will
be the featured performer in
UAA's fund-raising program.
Senior Class president William
Schmld will be the master of
ceremonies.
Four student acts will precede Mr. Conway in the Grand
Ballroom. Don Moore and the
Holidays, an instrumental group,
will appear and Carolyn Clark
will sing.

tical science: Dr. L. Edward
Shuck, director of the international program and Dr. Howard
Hamilton, chairman of the political science department.
The Viet Nam program, according to
Dr. Archie Jones,
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and moderator of the program, "is an attempt to focus
campus attention on the Viet
Nam problem."
Dr. Buford, in presenting a
geopolitical outlook on Viet Nam,
presented the question of whether
we were interested in Viet Nam

Floyd "Candy" Johnson will
play the saxophone with a combo
and Ken Gilnan and Rick Hansen will sing and perform.
Mr. Conway will perform along
with TV personality Ernie
"Ghoulardi" Anderson.
The UAA is a student group
which serves as a liaison between
faculty, administration, students,
and alumni and performs public
services.
Tickets for the program are
SO cents for general admission
and $1 for balcony seats and will
be available in the Alumni Office
and the Union lobby beginning
Tuesday.

heard the case Friday and ruled
unanimously in favor of Theta
Chi.
The ruling called for Theta
Chi to be paid $40 in damages
by Sigma Nu and, though it allowed
Sigma Nu's participation in the
Bike Race, it disapproved any
trophy or point gain.
Friday night Sigma Nu formally
appealed the decision citing as
grounds "the irregularity of the
entire proceedlng.the lack of guilt
upon the part of Sigma Nu and
the fact that Justice and equity
can only be served by setting the
decision aside."
Further action now rests with
the University Appeals Board
made up of Steve O'Bryan, IFC
President; Gene Hessey, assistant treasurer and Mr. Shine,
assistant professor of speech.
Wallace W. Taylor, dean of
men, said there was nothing unusual about taking away privileges of a fraternity in such a
case.
"It is based on past precedent," he said in reference
to the tribunals decision to disallow any trophy or point gain
by the Sigma Nu's as a result of
the race.
Dean Taylor expressed disappointment with both fraternities for their inability to reach
agreement outside of court.
"It is a sad commentary when
two fraternities are unable to sit
down and settle their differences," he said.
Bob Hopper, spokesman for
Sigma Nu, said that he regretted
the incident and regretted that it
couldn't be settled out of court.
He expressed disappointment that
the Theta Chl's had failed to contact the Sigma Nus when they
discovered the missing bike to
attempt to make a settlement.
Bill West, spokesman for Theta
Chi, saldthatonadvicefromDean
Taylor and the University Police
his fraternity went ahead and
pressed for a hearing before the
IFC tribunaL

for our self-interest or for the
interest of the people of the
world.
Another view of the foreign
policy of the United States, according to Dr. Abcarian, can be
seen in the academic and intellectual community, who are
concerned with six different
areas of the Viet Nam situation;
the fact that anti-communism is
becoming a disease in the United
States: the increasing anti-intellectualism; increasing role playing; the credibility of statements
concerning Viet Nam; the recriminations and the scapegoatism.
Enlarging on the area of lawful dissent, MrXuce feels that
dissent is part of the American
heritage. "Dissent is not only
going on, but it is directly affecting the Administration policy," he said.
The academic community, according to Mr. Luce.claim that
nobody is listening to them,when
in reality "what they are really
worried about is their views
aren't being accepted,"
"I believe that the people of
Viet Nam want us there," he
said, and it would be "immoral
to leave."
Social revolution is Southeast
Asia was the topic of Dr. Shuck,
in which he outlined the basic
history of the political and social
upheaval of the Viet Nam situation.
"We have a heritage of confusion in understanding Marxism
and Leninism and now Maoism
which is probably the greatest
single cause of our difficulties
in Asia and our inability to understand the nature of the revolutionary forces alive and succesfull in
southeast Asia."
The Vietnam casualties of
truth, decency, and humanity
were the topics for Dr. Hamilton's discussion of the moral
aspects of Viet Nam.
Dr. Hamilton stated that truth
has been a casuality in the war
since the 1954 decision by the
National Security Council to enter
Viet Nam and block the fulfillment of the Geneva agreements
and the Viet Minn decided to
launch a war to drive the U.S.
out.
He stated the three belligerents
in the war, theVietCong.theSouth
Vietnamese government, and the
U.S. government and then explained the falsehoods presented
by these factions in relation to
the people and the war.
Major falsehoods listed by Dr.
Hamilton'were the claims by both
sides that they are fighting on
behalf of the welfare of the people; that the Vietnamese are
eager to continue the war; and the
origin of the war.
The question of the origin of
the war, as discussed by Dr.
Hamilton, was a series of falsehoods from both governments.
(Continued on page 3)
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Ways And Means

Greeks Vital?

Administration
Interested
(The News today continues Its Investigation into questions asked
last week by the Student Activities Office involving student reactions to their education, to the Administration, to personnel workers,
and to the University atmosphere as a whole).
How do students perceive the Administration's ideas about them ?
Are students mere objects to be molded as the Administration
sees fit? Are students individuals in the process of maturing
and freeing themselves from "childish" understandings, and what
role does the Administration play in this process?
Again, we must simplify and modify these questions. We will
be concerned with the following points: the Administration's view
of the student; the student's perception of the Administration;
and the role of the Administration in the maturing processes of
students while at the University.
Initially, we will define the Administration as: President William
T. Jerome, the vice president, the provost, the financial officials,
the registrar, the director of housing, the deans of colleges,
all personnel deans, and Faculty Senate. We include these persons
because it is with them that students have the most direct or
indirect contact.
The Administration does not view students as mere "objects"
to be molded according to its wishes. To say that it does disallows for any rational and progressive thinking on the part of
the Administration. Students often complain of the "bureaucratic
system," the "red tape," at the University, and place the system
and the Administration in the same group.
One must be cautious in doing so. The "system," as it is called,
includes standing in long lines waiting to pay fees, to register,
or to pick up receipts; it involves owning a student number stamped
nicely on an identification card which often times, is one's only
connection with the University; it includes having the feeling
that the Individual student is at the mercy of the "system," that
the Administration is responsible, and that the student is just
one small number in a long list of 10,000 or more such numbers.
That is how the argument goes for those who criticize the system.
In the same breath, many persons lampoon the Administration
as being the root of these evils, the long lines, the lost feeling.
We cannot concur.
The University Administration is a vibrant, driving force. President Jerome would like to see changes; indeed, has many of them
In mind. But, we believe that he would rather have the students
Initiate and carry through these changes.
For what more can students ask? If a proposal for change is
presented, and if it is logically based, soundly thought-out, and
at all possible, we strongly believe it will have a thorough hearing
by the Administration.
President Jerome, his assistants and
advisers, could rule with an iron hand if they wished. But, they
do not.
The President wants to get students involved. He wants them
to think, to act. Students can be naive, blase objects. But, they
also can be dynamic, working forces. They are given this chance
by the Administration. To those who would lightly pass over this
opportunity, the Administration will remain a hard-handed, dictatorship. To those, however, who take advantage of the opportunities granted them, the Administration will appear in its true
light a liberal, student-oriented group.
With this conception of the Administration's perception of students,
it can be said that it is offering students the chance to mature,
the chance to take on responsibility
As students gain more control over their actions, more voice
In the direction the University is taking, the University will profit
Immeasurably.
But, again, it is up to the students to take advantage of the
opportunities presented them. Students need not fear speaking
out, presenting their views, discussing proposed changes. The
Administration is interested in the student body. It is open to
well thought-out suggestions, criticisms and ideas.

The Ntwi reserves "the right to adit Utters more than 300
words in length. Letters should be typewritten, and carry the
name o( the author, as well as his typewritten name, address
and telephone number. The News will publish as many letters
as possible within the' limits of space, good taste and the
laws of libel.
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From Our Readers

Draft Justified;
Social-Work Corps Not
To the editor:
Miss Pheneger, in the May 12
News, asks, "Since every member of the society depends on
government services, each person should be required to give
two years of service to the society. Why not."
She also asserts that since
it is unfair that a few men
bear the military burden for the
whole country, then everyone
should be subject to work in some
social-works corps.
The present selective service practice is unfair is a
true charge; and the reason it
is unfair is that it saddles the
bulk of the military service burden upon a certain group of
the society. It is discriminatory.
From this Miss Pheneger concludes:
Therefore everyone
should be made to serve the
society. This is wrong. The conclusion is that selective service
should be made nondiscrimlnatory.
But there are more profound
difficulties here than an inability to reason. At the bottom
of her confusion is a distorted
understanding of the mutual
duties between the individual ancf
the society. The military does
not exist so that men may be

soldiers, and nor do men exist
so that the hunger of the military may be satiated.
Rather the military exists to
serve the people of the society,
and the draft exists only inasmuch as there is grave, and
what's more, an imminent need
for the maintenance of this power.
Likewise the society exists
for and only for the persons
composing it, not vice-versa,
and until a genuinely grave and
imminent problem in some given
area is shown, to press people
into service in this area is a
definite step towards embracing
the philosophy that the man exists for the state.
The key word in my distinction is, of course, "imminent."
For the reason that the draft
is justified and forcible induction in a social-works corps would
not be, is that the draft is the
only way to enable us to protect ourselves from an imminent danger which threatens the
very existence of our society;
that which a social-works corps
combats simply does not meet
this requirement.
Edwin F. Moats
425 Thurstin

When Shall Twain Meet?
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Brown & Browning

To the editor:
Bullets roar and machine guns prattle,
soldiers gasp in their death rattle.
How many medals does it take,
to balance out a mothers ache?
And how many ribbons can you give,
to make those boys return and live?
Their coffins lined up row on row,
into the ground they must go.
Into the ground for which they fought,
and now they wonder if it was for naught.
Land is won and land is lost,
and it is men who pay the cost.
They pay with blood and pay with life,
so that we won't lose face in our new strife.
And yet we here are not free from blame.
It is we indeed, who should feel the shame.
But you say it's government who is at fault I
No I Its you and I who must call the halt.
Oh I when will man learn to live in peace,
and when will warfare ever cease?
The churches hold no answer friend I
The answers will depend on men.
Men from east and men from west.
When ever shall this twain meet?
Terry K. Carle
i
'
444Conklin

By ASHLEY BROWN
and
MEL BROWNING
We are very much concerned
over the difficulty the Greek
- system is having. It is terrible
the way Greeks are persecuted
and asked such things as when
they are going to do something
for the community. Why, after
all, should the elite have to*
lower themselves to do anything
for the plebian population?
The Greek system is absolutely vital to this campus. Do
you realize that there are those
who would actually criticize our
great, perfect American society?
The Greeks (don't let their
foriegn nomenclature fool you)
will always defend the absolute
correctness of our social standards. After all where else do
you have the opportunity to blackball a person because of his race,
religion, or clothes? It's no wonder that independents are so
jealous.
The Greek system is noted
for producing Individual thinkers.
These profound thinkers have
produced such incredibly brilliant concepts as sticking your
face In a pie for the greater
glory of the House. This intellectual superiority is proven by
the fact that the Greeks have
a higher accum than the campus
at large.
Not only Is the accum higher,
but the motivation of greater
glory for the House is far higher
than any motivation that any individual could develop on his own.
Indeed there is no selfish motivation in the Greek world.
College life Is something to be
treasured, and what better way
is there to treasure it than to
give the fraternity secret handshake, murmer the old sorority
motto, and share with your grandchildren the wisdom you picked
up at the house bull sessions.
Won't It be great 20 years
from now when you can fondly
recall those magic moments
spent at the greates events college had to offer, the bed race,
and the mud tug?
And, oh yes, who will ever
forget all those fantastic pledge
pranks, like messing up the
House, and dumping all the food
from the House In a creek?
Gee, won't our children think
we were cool?
It is significant that theGreeks
use the letters of an alphabet
that was used by such great
thinkers as Aristotle, Plato, and
Archimedes, for they have contributed as much to the life
of students at American colleges,
as these ancients contributed to
mankind at large.
Can there be any doubt that
if Socrates were alive today that
he would pledge (he probably
would have traded in his toga
for button down shirts and cuffed
slacks). Actually, we should say
that he would have wanted to
pledge, as it is highly questionable if he was good enough or
not; he did have a beard you
know.
At any rate, is there any doubt
that the contribution of the concept of pledging is as important
to mankind as is the contribution
of the concept of democracy?
It is absolutely necessary that
the system that lends so much
security to the life of the college
student and provides him with
a horde of instant brothers and
sisters continues to prosper.
Everyone needs something to
identify with, as the individual,
himself, Is worthless without a
group.
We must continue to promote
the brotherhood that is pushed
by the Greeks, and exclude all
those with different social, economic, racial, or religious backgrounds from our association.
J.
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Test Traumas Plague
Deferment Exams, Too
All did not go smoothly for
some students who took the
Selective Service college deferment test here Saturday.
A mix-up caused by an insufficient number of rooms for the
morning session made it necessary to turn away more than 125
students who had to be re scheduled for the afternoon session.
Dr. Frank C. Arnold, director
of the Counseling Center, who
was in charge of administrating
the test said he informed the
Chicago firm in charge of the
testing program that the University was capable of handling 950
students at one time or 1,900
during the two sessions.
The Chicago firm mistakenly,
SCHOLARSHIP PRESENTATIONS to foreign
students by the sophomore and junior classes
were
made Thursday evening by sophomore
class president Rick Helwig and junior class
president Tom Liber. Receiving the awards
are (from left to right back) Roger Holliday,
sophomore award; Terje Ploot, junior award;

Arnold Rampersand, sophomore award; and
Nassif Abourhilg, junior award. In front.
Crystal Wilhelm, junior class cabinet, left,
watches as Maureen Duncan receives her
reward from Rick Helwig, as Tom Liber
watches.

Launch Conditions 'Good'
For Gemini 9 Mission
CAPE
KENNEDY
(AP)-Everything continued to look good
yesterday for today's scheduled
launching of the Gemini 9 space
mission.
It will be a jam-packed, threeday flight in which the U.S. will
be aiming for a number of firsts.
Among other things, astronaut
Eugene Cernan will make a record 2 1/2 hour space walk. He
and astronaut Thomas Stafford
also will hook up with an Agena
rocket launched ahead of them
and use its power to propel their

FOR SALE

craft.
Actually, they plan to dock and
undock from the Agena rocket
serveral times, but when they
hook up and fire the Agena's
engines to move their own craft
this will be a space first, too.
Both this tricky mission and
Cernan's long float in space will
come tomorrow.
All of these maneuvers are
part of the advance training to
put U.S. men on the moon by
the end of this decade.
As for Cernan's lengthy float

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

'60 Bella scooter, 200 cc. elec.
stan., great condition, make offer. Todd, 214 Conklin.

Seniors I Do you have extra graduation tickets? Will buy. Call
Woody, ext. 495.

1964 Ford Galaxie 500,352.Fully
synchronized 3-speed. Contact
Dave, rm. 140 Harshman A.

Dear Trick or Treat: Yes, I
care. What are you doing New
Year's?

Stereo tape recorder, 4 tracks,
Roberts 1055 Model. Retail $300.
Must sell. Contact Mike, Sigma
Chi, ext. 403.

FOR HIRE: Responsible babysitter for summer months. 4 to 9
p.m. Call 354-5155.

1963 Corvair Monza convertible,
4 speed. Call AL room 19 Rodgers.

Expert professional typist for
term papers. Phone 823-4210.
Miss Paskanuchi: BW and JW
sez: Applications are now available for students interested in
social work in Lower Slobbovia.

LOST AND FOUND
The Police Department has a
number of articles including 2
bowling balls with initials BJZ,
HEM, hard and paper back books,
clothing, glasses, all must be
claimed by semester end. Police
hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
LOST: 201 Psychology text. If
found call 222 Conklin, ext. 3385
Reward offered.
LOST: Cold 1964 high school
ring. Initials inside (RKG). Dick,
3 Shatzel, ext. 483.
FOR RENT
Apartment for rent. 201S. College
Dr„ 354-0744 or 354-0743 summer school or fall.
Student rooms for men, fall semester, private eu. -<<nce, recreation room. 3 blocks, from University. Phone 353-1701.

B.D. and R.C., study much lately?
Learn anything? B and L.
WANTED: Riders to St. Louis,
Kansas City, Witchita, June 3rd.
write: JSS, 223 Rodgers Quad.
m • • - - - ej - - ■•*«■•••••••>•••«•••••

She Delta Theta Pledge Class
sez: "GOD HELP THE PHI'SI"

in space, he will be hooked to
the spacecraft by a 140-foot long
tether. He will try out for the
first time a back-pack containing tiny jets with which he can
maneuver himself about in space.
During this space float Stafford will guide the Gemini craft
up to Cernan in a practice rescue
mission of a man disabled in
space.
The Atlas =■ agena target rocket
is to go up first today at 10
a.m. cs.t. About an hour and
one-half later, Stafford and Cernan will be launched aboardGemlni 9 to begin their chase of the
Atlas-Agena for the first of their
practice dockings.
In the first docking they'll try
to cut two hours off the time it
took Gemini 8 to perform the
link-up two months ago.
It was during this link- up that
Gemini 8 encountered trouble and
made an emergency landing.
The Gemini 9 astronauts are
due to splash-down in the Atlantic Friday morning.

ATO's, Sig Eps,
Delta Zetas Win
Annual Bed Race

Psychiatrist Says
Colleges Pushing
Sex On Students
By permitting women to visit
men's dormitories, many universities unwittingly have been
putting pressure on their students
to establish "love nests."
Dr. Graham B. Blalne, Jr„
chief psychiatrist at Harvard
University, expresses this opinion in a recent book, "Youth
and the Hazards of Affluence,"
as reported in a release by Harper and Row, publishers of the
book.
"It seems ironic that a college
dormitory should be the only
place where unmarried couples
can legally share a bedroom,"
Dr. Blalne says."No hotel, motel
or club and few private homes
would allow this."
Dr. Blalne believes that such
liberality on the part of the college administration
confuses
rather than helps students.
In coeducational colleges. Dr.
Blalne writes, students who have
been given free access to bedrooms of ten ask that restrictions be imposed.
"Generally speaking," he says,
"the late adolescent Is not psychologically mature enough for
adult sexuality. The average college undergraduate, by nature,
prefers an emotional and a physical relationship with the opposite sex which is intimate and
private, but not one which Includes intercourse."
Dr. Blalne feels that colleges
should be careful not to push
their students ahead of what is
normal by present-day cultural
and family standards, but instead
should take a clear and firm stand
in the middle of the continum.

A team composed of AlphaTau
Omega and Sigma Phi Epsilon
social fraternities and Delta Z eta
social sorority won the third
annual Phi Kappa Tau Bed Race
Friday evening.
The race, which was held in
spite of less than ideal weather
conditions, saw the second place
team combination of Theta Chi
social fraternity and Gamma Phi
Beta social sorority sped to a
second place finish four seconds
behind the winners.

Notional corporation hat positions open for summer jobs. Male and femaie. If you're Interested in the
fields of psychology, business, political science,
public speaking, merchandizing or marketing, you
might qualify for our summer program. No experience
necessary but a gregarious personality a must. $100
a week during the summer. Part tint* work available
during the school yeor. For personal interview, call
9:30*1:30 Mr. Mllo-621-8632 or 621-8631 Personal
Dept.

Viet Discussion
(Continued from page 1)
He explained the cause of thewar as cited by Professor Scigliano, a member of the Michigan
State Technical Assistance team
in Saigon, to be the resultant
guerrilla action of the Viet Minn
after they had been denied free
elections by the Diem regime.
(According to Professor Scig11 a no, the French had been driven
out of Viet Nam by the Viet Minn,
who in turn, would ultimately gain
control in an election.)
He then explained the two government positions on the elections.
"The Administration spokesmen are always hazy about the
Geneva agreements and do their
best to avoid talking about them,"
he said. In regard to the Geneva
Agreement specification that no
foreign troops be stationed in
Viet Nam, the troops there were
"military advisers" to Diem.
" Hanoi claims It had nothing
to do with starting the war.yet
while it was truly a civil war
from many standpoints, it was
preceded by assiduous cultivation
of the seed bed and the signals
come from Hanoi."

All
Cosmetics

1/2 to 1/3
Off
Holdgrafs
Drug Store
111 S. Main
STRAIGHT
FROM
DAYJONA
•EACH

FREUDIAN
SEX SYMBOL
SWEATSHIRTS

Only $3.25
Portal t Included

.■

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Summer Employment
(Cleveland area)

set the University quota at 19,000,
The University made arrangements to handle 2,500 students in
equal morning and afternoon sessions, but the mix-up occurred
when admission cards listed both
times for the examination but
failed to indicate which time the
student was to report.
As a result, an estimated 1,300
students took the test in the morning while about 500 took it in the
afternoon.

COLORS:
Cranberry, Bottlt Green
Navy, Powder Slue, Black

Also Available for MM
Large Molt Sex Symbol
Centered On Sweatshirt

S

SIZES:
M L XL

Short or Long Sleeve

Collegiate House
Box 641
Rush

Roseville, Mich. 48066
FREUDIAN Sweotihlrti. Enclosed $..

I

Color
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I

NAME ....
ADDRESS
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/Mew One Wee* Per Delivery
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Military Surplus Causes Controversy
By the Associated Press
There's a small storm brewing on Capitol Hill over the
Defense Department's handling
of military surplus.
In the center of the storm
are the repairable machines-cranes, tractors and the like-whlch our armed forces give
away to foreign nations through
the agency for International Development (AID).
Senator
Ernest Gruening,
(D-Ala.),
chairman of the
Government
Operations Subcommittee, says that our troops in Viet Nam are crying
for the very same equipment the
armed forces is disposing of.
Senator Gruening charges that
thousands of items are arbitrarily being discarded at a certain age. He calls "inexcusable" Army regulations that permit no spending on repairs for
equipment over ten years old.
The Defense Department, in
turn, has charged that Gruening
apparently wants the fighting men
in Viet Nam to use "Junk."
(Senator Gruening will give an
address on campus Friday to
climax "Viet Nam Week.")
Defense Department officials
say the Department cannot risk
sending old equipment to a war
zone, where a breakdown could
spell major trouble.
In a Pentagon statement on
the subject, the Department says
It wants the American fighting
man to have the very best of
equipment and plenty of it. The
statement adds: "That's what
our soldiers have and will continue to have."
A third party that has Involved
itself in the controversy is the
Agency for International Development.
The AID has taken
exception to the Defense Department's use of the word "junk."
The Agency says it supplies to
foreign nations only those goods
which both "lookgood and work."
AID'S Assistant Administrator
for Material Resources, Herbert
Waters, recently told the Senate
Foreign Aid Subcommittee: "We
acquire machinery, vehicles and
equipment no longer required by
our military and convert them
into useful contributions in many
areas of the world."
However, Waters, in replying
to the allegation that the equipment AID receives is "junk,"
Just might have scored one for
the Defense Department.
He saidr "It certainly wasn't
Junk when we got through fixing it up, at a very economical
cost."
He added, however,' that "a
bulldozer which might be quite
all right for roadbuilding inTur-

Sigma Nu Wins
DU Bike Race;
Theta Chi 2nd
Sigma Nu tied the meet record
for most laps completed on its
way to a 55-54 one-lap victory
over Theta Chi in the annual
Delta Upsilon Bike Race Saturday.
Sigma Chi took third with 52
laps.
A total of 15 social fraternities took part in the six- hour
endurance test around a 2.2mile course on the rectangle
made by Thurstin, Poe, Yount
and Ridge Roads.
Russ Morris, Sigma Nu, copped
individual honors in the speed
lap with a time of 6:02.
In the Trike Race for around
the Union Oval sororities, Chi
Omega triumphed and Alpha Chi
Omega and Delta Gamma placed
second and third, respectively.
Co-chairmen Tim Rhodes and
Ed Curtlns of the event announced
after the race that next year it
will be held on Stadium Drive
around the new football stadium.

key might not be fit for 24- hour
duty with the Viet Cong at the
operator's back."
Both sides in the controversy
cite specific cases in their arguments.
One of these cases Involves a
crane belonging to the U.S. Army
in Japan. The mchlne--a 20ton capacity crane--was bought
new for $27,634 in 1958, and it
was used for 2,170 hours.
Army regulations allow ten per
cent of cost, or in this case
$2,763, for repairing an eight-

year old crane.
The Army figured it would cost
$3,800 to put the crane back into
shape, and thus it was declared
uneconomically repairable.
However, Senator Gruening
charges that the Army's repair
estimate includes $1,742 for
shipment to the U.S. from Japan,
and a five-dollar an hour labor
rate. He says it could be repaired in Japan at $1.67 an hour.
The Army says this particular
crane has not been disposed of
and that it is looking into the

case. But, in general, a Defense Department spokesman
said, equipment sent to a war
zone must be in "tip-top shape,"
with spare parts Immediately
available.
There are many other cases
that have been cited, but all the
arguments boil down to: (onGruening's side) that the machines
could be repaired economically;
and (on the Pentagon's side) that
it cannot take the chance of sending an old machine into a combat zone and having it break

MICHIGAN
Ionia: R. I. Jonas Jawalar
Jackson: Meaghers In Jacobsons
Kale mar oo. Mac tie s Jawalars
Kalamaioo: W. M. Spaman Jawahrs
Lansing: Unn 4 Owen Jawahrs.
Lapaar: Polk Jawalars
Manistaa: Cbsaon's Jawaky
Marlatta: Mai Coh, Jeweler
Marguelte: Schoch 4 Hallam Jawaky
Midland: Losey's Jewelry
Millord: McMartln's Jawaky
Monroa: Toss Jawahrs
Ml. Clemens: M. L. Graan 4 Son
Ml. Morris: John Horrath Jawalars
Ml. Plaasant: foley-Thompson's
Nilas: Thayer's Jawahrs
Owosso: V. L. Schmidt Jawaky
Patosksy: Rauach Jawalry

ALASKA
Anchorage McKmley Jewelry
Fairbanks: Ralph w Perdue. Jewelers
ILLINOIS
Alton: GouhJing's Jewelers
Arlington Heights: flaharty Jawahrs
Aurora: Bockman Jewelers
Barrington: Wenzel Jewelers
BalltviMa Syl fietsam
Belvidero: Robert B tear
Bloomlngton: Sorg's Jawalars
Blua Itland: Kr§ntch Jewelers
Carbondala: J. Ray, Jawalar
Chicago: Cartaaua. Inc.
Chicago: Walter Haunch Jawalars
Chicago: R. L. Seidelmann Jewelers
Chicago: Van Slpma Jawalars
Cryatal Lake: Salmons Jewelry
Dacalur: R. M. Martin 4 Co.
Da Kalb: Gontarman Jawalars
Ota Pleinee: Owen J. Prltchard
Elgin: Reuse hen 4 Kub.it
Fraaport: Luacka Jawahrs
Gflftburg: Robert G. Eichhorn
Galva: Lambtn Jewelers
Ganaffo: Lambln Jawahrs
Joint. Kiep Jewelers
La Grange: Edgar H. fay Jewelers
La Sails. C A. Jensen, Jewelers
Lincoln: Charter's Jawalry
Macornb: Arrasmlth Jawalry
Molina: Malcolm Jawalars
Monmouth Wiley Light, Jawalar
Morrif: T abler Jawalry
Olnay: Tha ftob't Gaffner Co.
Ottawa: Major's Jawahrs
Park Ridga: Randahl Jtwtltt
Pekin: Jonas Bros. Jawalars
Paoria: Mooras' Jawalars
Paoria: Pottar A Anderson
Paoria: Charles A. Schoanhaidar
Pontlac: Smith's Jewtl'y
Princaton: Gunnar E. Pihl. Jawalar
Qumcy: Sturhahn, Jawalars
Rocklord: Bohndar's
Rocklord: Hoffman A 5or?
Rocklord. Undquisl Jawahrs
Skokia: Falkanhayn Jawalars
Springfield- Budge Jawalry Co.
Springtlsld: Stout s Jawalars
St. Char la i Matson Jawalars
Starling: Laroua—Gardas
Washington: foster Jawalry
Waukagan: O'Dell Jawalars
Wlnnatka: Woinkkl Jawalars

Plymouth: Be/tner's

Pontlac: Connolly's Jawahrs
Port Huron: Moshar's Jawaky
Rochastsr: Laka Jawalars
Royal Oak: Dobre Jawalars
Saglnaw: Nuachtarhin't
Sandusky: Mai Coh, Jawalar
Sault Sta. Maria. Don Waggoner Jawahr
St. Johns Harr's Jawaky
Utica: folio Jawahrs
Walled Laka: lrland's Jawalars
Wyandotte: Mtlklns Jawalars
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INDIANA
Auburn: Carbaugh Jawalars
Bloomington Goodman Jawahrs—
College Mall
Columbus Dal Winingar. Jawahrs
Downtown 4 tSth St. Shopping Center
Crawlordtvlllf: 0. W. Williams, Jawalar
Elk hart Sykas Jawahrs
Evantvilla: Utter back Jlrs.-t Storas
Fort Wayna: Batter's Jawalry Store
Garratt: Chas. On 4 Co.
Gothfn: Robert's Jawalars
Graancattla: Mason Jawahrs
Hammond: Armstrong's Jawahrs
Hobart. Jewel Shop
Indianapolis Goodman Jawahrs—4 storas
Lalayatta :Harry Gaunt
Orange Blossom Jlrs.
Madison: Oscar C. Beer 4 Son
Marion: Meyer's Jawahrs
Michigan City: Blackmond's Jawalars
Mithawaka: Wills Jawalry Stora
Muncia: Harry Gaunt Jawalars
New Albany: Ray's Jawalry
Richmond: Schuhr Jawalry Company
Ruthvilla: Abarcrombia Jawahrs
Shelbyville: Sanders Jawalry Stora
South Band: Jacobs Jawahrs
South Band: Van Home 4 Co.
Terre Haute: Ross Elliott Jawalar
Valparaito: Martin Blndar
Vincennee: Gray's Jawalars
KENTUCKY
Covington: Motch Jawalars
Louisville: lamon 4 Son, Jawahrs
MICHIGAN
Adrian: Barndfs Jewelry
Albion: Tuchtanhagan's,
A Megan: Paul R. Mc far land. Jawalar

Alma: Norman Gei/er
Alpana: Kennedy's Jeweler
Ann Arbor: Sehlandaear 4 Sons
Ann Arbor: Schlandarar on South
University
Battle Creek Roy S. Bailey Jawahrs
Banton Harbor: Williams 4 Company
Big Rapida: Emii's Jawalry
Birmingham: Connolly's Jawahrs
Birmingham: Damarys
Birmingham: Lake Jawahrs
Brighton: Cooper Jawalry
Buchanan: Watson's Jawalry
Calumat: Herman Jawahrs
Caro: Dyer's Jawalry
Canter Una: folio Jawahrs
Charlotta: rounafa Jawaky
Chaboygan: Rogers Jawalry
Clio: Makom's Jawahrs
Coldwatar: Khss Jawalry
Dearborn Dearborn Jawahrs
Daarborn: / f. Taylor Jawahrs. Int.
Detroit: Wright Kay 4 CoDowntown, Northland, Grossa Ph.
Oatrolt: Demefjr's
Detroit: Gehrlngtr'i
Oatrolt: Hook's Jawalry
Our and: George's Jeweler
Eatt Lansing: Laon "G" Jky. 4 Art Cantar
Elue: Levey's Jawaky
Farndala: Innas J. Davidson Jk.
Flint: Irrln Hksch Jewelers-4 Storas
,
Flint: John P. Ryan, Jawaky
Gladwin: rVsfson's Jawaky
Grand Blanc: Burks's Annlrarury
Jawaky 4 Gift Shop
Crand Havan: Grand Haetn Jawahrs
Grand Rapids: Of Vrhs Jawaky Stora
Crand Rapids: Slegal Jawaky Co.
Greenville: fabar's Jawaky
Grosss Points: Pongraci Jawahrs Inc.
Grone Points Wood! A. J. Susella Jks.
Hillsdala: Rogtr Lotey Jawalar
Holland: Post's Jawalry
Hudionv.lle: Bakelaar Jawaky

SOLO

down with no spare parts available.
Defense Department officials
say it would be "Idiotic" of them
to argue that no mistakes occur
In an operation the size of the
Pentagon. They point to an inventory of $112 billion worth of
equipment and supplies.
To keep the Inventory up-todate, some $4.6 million of it is
taken out annually. This surplus is given to other government
agencies, to foreign nations, to
states and to private buyers.

FINE

OHIO
Akron: Henry B. Ball CoDowntown and fairlawn
Akron: The S. W. Bishop Co.
Akron, Cuy. Falls: f. V. Ball. Jawalar
Alliance; franch Jawaky
Asnland: rXastan's
Athans: Cornwall Jawahrs
Oellelonlaine Smith Jewelers-Paul Stevens
Blulfton: Laibar's Jawaky Stora
Bowling Graan: Dill Jawahrs
BrecVsviMe: Gustava Julian. Jawahrs
Canlon: John Gassar 4 Son, Jawahrs
Chillicoihe: Tamplin 4 Grhshaimar
Jawahrs
Cincinnati: Harschada Jawalart-4 Storas
Cleveland: H. W. Baattie 4 Sons. Inc.,
Euclid Art. 4 Tha Arcade
Cleveland: Nelson Jewelry
Cleveland Heights: Jawalry By Gluchov
Cloveland-Lakewood: tee Evardan
Coldwatar: Hibnae Jawahrs
Columbus: Areo 4 Lahna. Jawahrs—
t Storas
Columbus: Barn Art Jawalars
■ Columbus: Eckstein Jawalars
Columbus: KulH Sons Jawalars
Columbus: M. D. Hohanstina
Coshocton: Hay "four Jawahr"
Dsyton: Aman 4 Co.
Dayton: C. Oscar Beige 14 Sons
Dayton: Bob Wahlrab. Jawalars—Eastown
Shopping Cantar
East Cleveland: Nalson Jawaky
East Liverpool: Jamas Locks Jawahr
Elyna: Binnlngar Jawahrs
Findlay: Thomas Jawalars
Fremont: Harvey Oaks, Jlr.-l Storas
Greenville Van Babbar Jawalars
Hiilsborb: C. W. bmes Jawalary
Kent: Kant Jawalry
Lancaster: Burtrc Jewelers-! Storas
Lima: Basinger's Jawalars
Logan: We Hand Jawahrs
Mansheld: Dunkin Jewelers-! Storas
Marion: Lords Jawahrs
Medina: Rapp's Diamond 4 Gift Cantar
Mantor: Richard's Jawalry
Miamisburg: Paff Jawahrs
Haw Philadflphia: House ol Stones
Norwalk: Holman Jawalars
Obtrlm: W.E.Parkar
Oxford: Hosack's
Painesvilia: Lawall's Jawahrs
Parma: Gustava Julian, Jawahr
Portsmouth: Carrs Jawalry Stora
Ravenna: Krainbarg's
Salem: Damel £. Smith. Jawalars
Sandusky: Bertsch Jawahrs
Sidney Harris Jawahr
Springlield: Hofman-Graan Jawalars
Springfield: George f. Wisdan Jawalars
Struthers: Jobn Aabischar Jeweler
11IIm Miller Jewelry
Toledo: Mas Dans Jawalar
Warren: Sachs Jawalry
Youngstown: Raymond Brenner, Jawalar
Zanesville: Pugh Jewelers
PENNSYLVANIA
New Castle: fhtchar Jawaky
Sharon: Wanghr's
Wilt VIRGINIA
Wheeling: Poslnt Jawahrs

CONTieSA • FROM

9150

WISCONSIN
Betoil: J. W. Andarson-Jawahrt
Burlington: Laa N. Harrman. Jawahr
Cedar burg. Armbrustar Jawalars
Cudahy: ftahrln Schroadar. Jawahrs
Eau Claire: Laskar Jawahrs
Greendale: Kabrin Schroadar, Jawahrs
Janes villa). Dubas Jawaky
Kenotha: Gottfradsan 4 NfcorY
La Crossa: PauTs Jawaky
LB Crossa: *ose Jawahrs
Madison: Jason Johnson, Jawahr
Madison: R H. rtank, Jawahr
Manitowoc: Rummah's Jawahrs
Menomome: Anshus Jawahrs
Milwaukee: four's tssar Co. Jawahrs
Milwaukee: A. C. Hantschal. Jawahrs
Milwaukee: Stalhr's Jks. of Capitol Ct.
Monroe: Pendow Jawahrs
Xnulh: Tan Haken Jawahrs
:ine: Mortansao's Jawaky
Racine: Wiegand Bros. Inc.
Shawano: Thimke Jawahrs
Shaboygan: ft M. Garrison, Jawahrs
South Milwaukee: KarVin Schroadar. Jks.
Sun Prairie. Nalson's Jawaky
Tomah: Harris. Jawahrs
Waukeshs: Eslbarg Jewahrs
Waussu: Val Kryshak. Jawahrs
West Allis: She/tow Jewerars
Wisconsin Rspids: SchmUfs Jawaky
PUMTO RICO
San Jaun: i»ascu«/. Int.-tS* Crui Straal

JEWELERS

THROUGHOUT

AMERICA
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Tricycles, Bicycles And Beds

It Was A 'Racy' Weekend
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AP World News

Ambassador Lodge Plans Return
To Growing Crisis In Viet Nam
SAIGON (AP)--U.S. Ambassakeep "hands' off" and not Interdor to South Viet Nam Henry fere in the internal affairs of
Cabot Lodge yesterday was rethe South Vietnamese.
ported preparing to leave WashBut he says a civil war may
ington for Saigon today.
be imminent unless the opposing
Yesterday, Lodge met with factions get together.
President Johnson and other officials to discuss the growing political crisis in South Viet Nam.
WASHINGTON (AP)--The devIn the Washington conferences,
eloper of a partial artificial heaPresident Johnson was said to
rt, Dr. Michael Debakey, yesbe concentrating on two major
terday urged the Senate to vote
objectives of American policy:
$25 million for research and devto restore some kind of unity beelopment of artificial hearts*
tween the government and antiDebakey told a Senate approgovernment factions in South Viet
priations sub-committee the fedNam and to stick to plans for
erally-supported program alforming a civilian government
ready has brought science to the
beginning with elections by midthreshnold of a major medical
September.
advance.
The powerful Buddhist leader• • •
ship in Saigon has thrown its
DETROIT (A P)--A man walked
support to South Viet Nam's disinto Socialist Workers Party
sident northern provinces. A
Headquarters here yesterday,
Buddhist spokesman in Saigon has
told three students, "You're all
demanded Premier Ky withdraw
communists," and shot them
troops sent to Da Nang to wrest
down.
control of the city for his miliOne died, and one of the wountary regime.
ded Is in critical condition. PolIn Da Nang, 10 monks and four
Ice say they believe the gunman
nuns have gone on a 48-hour
was armed with a rifle and a
hunger strike in protest against
pistol.
the presence of Ky's troops.
He was still being sought hours
Some Buddhists have threatened
after the shooting.
suicide by burning.
The man killed was identified
In Hue, 75 miles northwest of
as 27-year-old Leo Bernard of
Da Nang, antl-government troops
Detroit. Critically wounded and
and tanks have been reportedly
taken to surgery was 19- year- old
mobilized to fight off any attemWalter Graham of Detroit.
pt by Ky's regime to take over
The other victim, 23-year-old
there.
Jan Garrett of suburban St.Clair
Adding to the mounting trouble
Shores, is described as in fair
for Ky and his regime were bold
condition.
attacks by the Viet Cong In the
A spokesman for the SocialSaigon area.
ist Workers Party, a TrotskyA general strike not directly ist group, said Bernard worked
connected with the crisis has for the party, and the others
curtailed Saigon's vital dock op- were active in a student socialerations and most public trans- ist group. All three were libportation. Union leaders have eral arts students at WayneState
vowed to cut off electrical power University.
and water supplies if their demands are not met.
A police Inspector says the
In Viet Cong terrorist raids
gunman asked the three for a
in the Saigon area, one policeman
list of books the party could
was killed and 17 persons were furnish about V.I. Lenin, Russia's
hurt, Including three Americans. Communist Party fourider. The
Inspector quotes the survivors
J. William Fulbrlght, Arkansas
Democrat and chairman of the
as saying the gunman then made
Senate foreign relations comthem sit on thefloor, said, "Youmittee, said he thinks the comare all communists," and began
mittee will re-open hearings on
shooting.
Viet Nam. In view of what he
The survivors are said to have
calls "the seriousness of the
identified their assailant from a
situation." '
photograph, and police are lookSenate Democratic leader Mike
ing for this man.
Mansfield says the U.S. should

Finals Schedule

Time of
Monday
Examination May 30

Tuesday Wednesday
May 31
June 1

Thursday Friday
June 2
June 3

8 a jn. to 10 a.m.

A

B

C

D

10:15 a.m. to 12:15

G

H

J

E

1:15 to 3:15

F

M

N

P

K

3:30 to 5:30

L

7:30 to 9

S

X

T

TVW1

Z

TVW 3

R

refer Beta Beta
{Elects Officers
Larry Schroeder, junior In the
| College of Liberal Arts, was
elected president of Beta Beta
Beta, biology honorary, at Its
meeting last week.
Graduate student Paul Stlffler
was
elected vice president,
sophomore Clyde Simon was
named treasurer. Junior Joanna
Fugita was chosen secretary and
Diane Detore was elected Ms|torian.
-The new officers will serve
I during the 1966-67 school year.

Y
TVW 4

WASHINGTON (AP)--Officials
In Washington reported yesterday the Pentagon is planning to
expand its rest and recuperation
program for U.S. troops in Viet
Nam.
There is reportedly a strong
likelihood that American troops
may be flown back to Hawaii
during furloughs from war zone
duties.
Other countries outside Viet
Nam may be added to the list.
• * *
COLUMBUS (AP)--A 39-yearold man plunged to his death from
atop Ohio State University Stadium yesterday. In his pocket
was a newspaper telling of a
similar death seven months ago.
Police Identified the dean man
as Lawrence Arthur Davis, formerly of Richmond, Ind„ but
recently a resident of Columbus.
They said his name was changed
to Davis from Manlove in 1952.
In the man's hip pocket was a
copy of The Ohio State University student newspaper, the Lantern, telling of the fatal plunge
from the stadium of a 22-yearold coed last Oct. 18.

WEATHER
The weather for today will be
continued fair and sunny. The
high should be in the upper 70s.
The low tonight should dip into
the 40s with a chance of scattered thunders howers. Wednesday should be continued fair
and mild.

GRAND OPERA will come to Bowling Green on May 21 and
22 with the production of "II Trovatore,'* to be produced by
the School of Music. Rehearsing the scene from the opera are
Eileen Jefferson, left and Miss Sophie Ginn.

Sfafe Commissioner
Praises Ohio Sports
Paul r-:, Landis, commissioner
of OhioHighSchoolAthleticCommission, told a group of future
coaches and teachers here May
12, that Ohio has the largest
interscholastic tournament in the
United States.
Mr. Landis spoke to the group
of future educators on the policy
and regulations of interscholastic
sports in Ohio.
He said that "Ohio ranks no
less than tenth in any given sport
in the United States."
Ohio is first In baseball, second

Campus Calendar
The Association of Childhood
.Education elected new officers
recently.
Jan
Rineback was named
president of the organization,
with Pat Martin selected vice
president. JanStrayertreasurer,
Sue Calmer and Marilyn Mannista were elected publicity cochairmen, Linda Settevendemie
and Kathy Bruning.story hour
co-chairmen, and Ann Taylor
membership chairman.

Theta A lpha Phi, national dramatics fraternity, will hold an
open discussion on "Volpone,"
at 4 p.m., today in the Capitol
Room.
Students and faculty are invited to participate, Elaine Gubics, president of the group, said
yesterday.
Dr. Harold B. Obee, director,
and cast members will be present and will answers questions
concerning the production.
"Volpone,"
Ben Jonson's
comedy, was presented May 11
through 14 by the University
Theater.
» * •
The pledge class of Alpha Phi
Omega, men's honorary service

"FRENCH-ENGLISH SOCIETY AND TRAVEL ASSOCIATION is again organizing
Junior year abroad and graduate studies at
the Sorbonne: total cost entire school year
Si235. Offer guarantees: round trip flight
New York-Paris, departing Oct. 66, returns
June 67. Modern apartment, 2 meals daily
plus all university fees. Write M.W. Mclntosh.
502 Burton, Middletown, Ohio

fraternity, sponsored an all-day
outting for the members of the
area Boy Scout troops at Oak
Openings Saturday.
Greg Hendel, president of the
pledge clwss, said the class hiked
over a 15- mile trail that winds
around the park.
The group left Bowling Green
at 6:30 a.m. and spent the entire
day on the hike, which was
climaxed by a cookout and skits
prepared and presented by the
pledges. The returned to Bowling Green at 6 p.m.
• • •
Gamma Delta will hold its annual Senior Banquet at 7 p.m.
Friday in the Clock Pancake
House. Cost Is $3 per member .
For additional Information, see
Dave Witt or Bill Ewald at the
Lutheran Student Center, 716 East
Wooster St.
• • •
The annual President's Review
of the University Army and Air
Force ROTC will be held at 4
p.m. today in front of University
Hall.
President William T. Jerome
will
make presentations of
awards and decorations.
In case of Inclement weather,
an appropriate ceremony will be
held In the Anderson Arena.

in football, and third in wrestling,
he said.
"In Ohio," Mr. Landis added.
"all sports are subsidized by the
gate receipts of tournament basketball games." He said all other
sports are deficit sports.
"The Constitution and rules
of Ohio Interscholastic Sports,"
Mr. Landis said, "is the only
basis by which we can interpret
cases that come up before our
boards.
All the rules that are contained
in this book were passed by vote
, of all schools In Ohio.
When asked which question
.comes before the board most,
iMr. Landis said that "90 per cent
i of all controversy centers around
the topic of the transfer of a
student from one school district
to another and his status regarding eligibility."
One of the biggest annual problems that the commission must
face is trying to get 100,000 fans
into the 13,000-seat St. Johns
Arena for the state championship
in basketball.
Mr. Landis' background has included 17 years as professor of
physical education .
He also has served as
president of the Mid-West Association of Physical Education
and Recreation.

YOUR "U"
FLORIST
CHALMER G.
RIGGS
428 E. Wooster St.

Bowling Green State University
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
presents

the opera

"II Trovatore" by Giuseppe Verdi
Faculty Soloists
Student Chorus and Orchestra
under the direction of
DR. FIORA CONTINO
all seats reserved:
$2.00 and $1.00
Tickets now en sale at School of Music Office
or by calling 353-8411, Extension 624
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Frosh Pitching Key
To Team's Success
Despite the fact that he will
have a good percentage of this
year's ball club back again for
the 1967 season, you can bet
that varsity coach Dick Young
will be giving close attention
to members of the current freshbaseball team during next year's
tryouts.
The freshmen, coached by
Glenn Honeycutt, a former Bowling Green baseball player, have
racked up a 6-1 record thus far
in the campaign.
Main reasons for their success
so far, Honeycutt says, have been
the overall speed, defensive
strength, and their excellent
"baseball sense."
He says that the squad is a
"real smart one-the/re running
the bases real well, and the whole
team hasn't missed over one or
two signals all year long."
DR. SAM Cooper, chairman of the University's Health and
Physical Education Department, writes out a chock to purchase his 1966 season ticket for the University golf course
from University pro Jim Richardson. Season tickets are avail*
able to all faculty, staff and employees for $25 at the clubhouse on Poe Road or in the athletic office in Memorial Hall.

Victory Is 'Sure Cure'
For Lacrosse Team
By DICK AQUILA
Sports Writer
To University lacrosse coach
Mickey Cochrane,
Saturday's
victory over the Cleveland Lacrosse Club proved to give more
relief than a three-way Drlstan
tablet.
The 11-7 win meant three
things for Cochran'e team:
--Cleveland was probably the
toughest team it has beaten all
season.
--The victory insured the BG
stlckment of finishing the season
over .500 (they are 5- 3 with one
game remaining.)
--The win cured the Bowling
Green players of the "first quarter doldrums" they have had all
season.
Prior to last Saturday's game,
the BG stickmen had never scored first in any ball game. "When
Steve Shuckra put us ahead by
scoring the first goal of the ball
game," Cochrane said, "I had
a feeling everything was going to
be all right from then on."
Before the game was over,
Shuckra went on to score three
more goals, which made him
leading scorer for the day. Following Shuckra was John Feasel
with two goals, and Jeff Beran,
Dick Slater, John Boos, Jim Plaunt, and Jim Held with one each.
"One of Shuckra's goals was
really
fantastic," Cochrane
commented in reference to the
third quarter tally that saw
Shuckra maneuver past theCleveland defense, and score while
on his knees.
Another player who turned in a
fine performance, according to
Coach Cochrane, was goalie Eddie Hedrick, who turned In 20
saves for the day.
"Eddie made some real fine
stops," Cochrane said, "and anchored down the defense that
looked so outstanding against
Cleveland."
When the Cleveland Lacrosse
Club Invaded BG, Bowling Green
was labeled the underdog.Cleveland had defeated Kenyon 12-11
while Kenyon had trounced the
Falcons 9-6.
Bowling Green had command of
the game all the way. At the
end of the first quarter, BG held
a 3-0 lead, and by the end of
the half, Cochrane's men led 7-3.

In the third quarter Cleveland
closed the gap by scoring three
goals to the Falcon's one, but
BG bounced back for three more
tallies in the final 15 minutes
compared to only one for Cleveland.

Frosh Cindermen
Win Triangular
The Falcon freshman track
team toppled visiting Ohio University and Kent State's freshman to extend their Mid-American Conference to 4-0 Saturday*
Bowling Green tallied 74
points. Ohio U finished second
with 49 and Kent was third with
33.
The frosh win coupled with
last weekend's victory over Toledo gave them a flawless MAC
season.
Outstanding performers in the
frosh meet were polevaulter Rob
Bennet, high jumper Stan Allen,
440-man Ken Kelly.
Richberg of Kent recorded the
best sprint times in the 100 and
220-yard dashes of either varsity or frosh competition. The
Kent yearling posted a 9.6 hundred, and a 21.2 220.
Allen Just missed his third
attempt at 6 feet, 7 Inches, but
still had the top leap of the day
with a 6 foot, 6-inch Jump.
Bennet won the vaulting competition in with a 14 foot, 6- inch
leap, but after one attempt at
15-6 he was forced to stop due
to a leg injury. '
Kelly posted a good quarter
clocking to win that event in
50.7.

Among the squad's weak points,
Honeycutt indicates that the frosh
are lacking In power hitting.
Perhaps the only real long ball
threat on the team is first baseman Ron Punches who is used
primarily as a pinchhitter.
Position by position, the freshmen seem to be in good shape.
Several all-Ohio names dot the
27-man roster, including a shortstop turned right fielder in Dave
Custis, second baseman Gary
Reed, from Piqua, Jim Barry,
a first baseman from Cleveland,
and pitcher Doug Huwer from'
Dayton.
Another all-stater, Russ Hagerty, from Fremont, has been
ruled Ineligible due to grades.
Going around the horn, Honeycutt feels that he has a good
solid front line of players, and

Miami Tops Netters
By BOB BRUCKNER
Assistant Sports Editor
Lack of practice dulled the
sharp tennis game the Falcons
had been playing lately and Bowling Green dropped a "close"
7-2 match to Miami here Saturday.
The Marshall match, scheduled here Friday, was cancelled
due to rain.
The Falcons' two dependables,
Ron Carroll and Bob Lempert,
each won their match giving the
netters all their points. Carroll has won his last seven matches, and Lempert has rattled
opponents for six straight wins.
With the Falcon racketmenimproving rapidly after each outing, head tennis coach Dr. Robert Keefe had hopes of a different outcome. But the netters
did not play up to par.
"Due to the weather, we had
only one day of practice last
week," said Dr. Keefe,' and as
a result, we Just didn't play
well."
"I am offering no excuses,
however, for Miami has a very
fine team," said coach Keefe.
The score was not a true indication of the pattern and closeness of the match. Seven of the
nine matches went into the full
three sets, "and therefore the
game could have gone either
way," explained Dr. Keefe.
The Redskins tuned up for BG
against Toledo Friday, and after
falling to the Rockets 9-0, Miami
was high to take out their revenge on the rusty Falcons. BG
lost to Toledo 6-3 last week.
The Falcons' overall record
now stands at 7-5, and their
MAC record is a respectable
3-2.
Roger Newman continued to
find it difficult playing in the
number one position. He lost
his fourth out of five decisions,
but he battled Miami's Dave Hill
all the way before losing in the
third and final set, 6-1.
Carroll and Lempert got off

to shaky starts, but both came
through with strong final sets to
squeak out victories. Carroll
is now 11-2 and Lempert has a
10-3 mark.
Trevor Welss's three game
winning streak was finally snapped, but It took the Redskins'
Bob Phillips a full three sets to
do It. Weiss has an 8- 5 record.
Dean Snyder and Bryant Evans
are still having problems. Early
in the season, both were playing
well and had 2-2 records. Eight
games later, they both have 2-10
marks, yet they still have been
playing fairly well.
Snyder lost in three sets, and
with a little luck could have taken
the first two, but he was edged
in the first set, 10-8.
The Falcons travel to Toledo
this weekend for the Mid-American Conference tennis championships. Last year the Falcons
finished fourth.

Tigers' Dressen
Hospitalized
DETROIT (AP)--Detroit Tiger
manager Charlie Dressen has
been admitted to a hospital here
suffering from a possible heart
attack.
A hospital spokesman said
Dressen was admitted yesterday
afternoon when he complained of
chest discomfort, with pain in
his arms and chest.
Dressen suffered a heart attack
during spring training last year.
A spokesman said it would be
several days before the extend of
the heart damage, If any, can be
found. He is in the hospital's
cardiac care unit.
Dressen Is 67 years old.
The Tigers named coach Bob
Swift to take over as manager
until Dressen returns. Swift
piloted
the Tigers during
Dressen's Illness last year.

is also confident of the backup
men at various positions.
At first base, the starter is
Barry, a good hitting prospect,
and behind him Is Barry Hile,
a player rated by Honeycutt as
"as good as Jim in Just about
everything, except maybe hitting.
Gary Reed, Dave Nusky and
Marty Slivka are the top trio
vying for second base, and all
are rated as dependable boys by
the coach.
Jim Bussman, a slick fielder
who hadn't, been noted for his
hitting before coming to BG(he's
currently rapping the ball at a
.400 plus clip) is holding down
shortstop, while switch hitter
Paul Kratzenberg has been tabbed
by Honeycutt as the third baseman.
The Falcons are set In the
outfield, with Dave Custis in
right, Del Rish in center, and
Kerry Brewer in left field.
Currently catching for the BG
frosh is Rich Zlnnsmelster. Jim
Marshall has been sidelined with
a sore shoulder, and JoeGurley
suffered a broken collar bone
when struck by a pitched ball
during warm up sessions.
Pitching is one of the squad's
strongest points, the coachfeels.
"We've got plenty of depth,"
say Honeycutt, and has 14 hurlers
to back him up in his claim.
"I've got seven or eight of
them which I feel are my best,
and wouldn't be afraid to use
on any given day."
He calls Steve Moor and Barry
Raffensburger his top southpaws,
while Jerry Snyder, Doug Huwer
and Mark Tyson get the nod as
righthanders.

Hawks Draft Aloi
Bowling Green's 6-2 guard
Nick Aloi has been drafted by
the St. Louis Hawks in the NBA's
supplementary draft.
Aloi, a senior from Midland,
I'a„ was the second leading
scorer on this year's varsity
and an All-MAC honorable mentjon,
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Falcons Scrub
Rocket Launch
By TOM HINE
Assistant Sports Editor
The local weatherman took a
mighty big risk Friday, raining
out Bowling Green's sixth MidAmerican Conference game of
the first nine on this season's
schedule. But he made up for
It Saturday,
Friday the Falcons were slated
for a game at Toledo University
and were to host the Rockets
In a home game Saturday. Understandably Dick Young was none
too pleas ea with the rain on Friday.
But all was forgiven when Saturday dawned and sunny skies
and warm breezes were the order
of the day.
BG took on the Rockets in a
doubleheader Saturday at Steller
Field, and walked off with its
first two MAC wins of the season,
taking 7-0 and 5-1 decisions.
In the opener, Ted Rose and
Bill Becker were all the Falcons needed.
Becker pitched
a five-hit shutout and shortstop
Rose cracked three hits in four
trips, including a two-run homer,
a two-run double, and a single.
Although the Falcons scored
seven runs, the win wasn't as
easy as it looked. It wasn't
until the fifth inning that BG
was able to dent losing pitcher
Bill Backensto (who doubles as
a basketball player for TU)
for as much as a hit.
In the seventh, however, the
Falcons managed to push across
the first run of the game as
Rose led off with a single and
Tom Perlionl scored him with
a double.
In the eighth frame, Bob White,
Jim Perry and Denny Jewell,
all drew walks, loading the bases,
and on an 0-2 pitch Rose drilled
a double down the left-field line
to score a pair. Two errors and
a single by Perlionl made the
score 5-0.
Following Jewell's walk in the
nlnth,Rose picked on an offering
by pitcher Jack Hackenburg-and
sent it over the left-center field
fence for two runs and the 7-0
margin.
In the nightcap, righthander
Bud Burkle went the distance for
Bowling Green, as the Falcons
copped a 5-1 decision. Again
Rose, who was three for five
in the first game, turned out to
be the big gun inBowlingGreen's
hitting attack. He collected 2
rbl's on one hit.
Leftflelder Jim Perry also
Joined the festivities off losing
pitcher Dale Moxley. Perry
slammed a home run in one of
his three trips to the plate.

versity of Detroit today for a
clash with the Titans, then will
wrap up the season at home next
week with games against Michigan, Miami, and Cincinnati.
(First Game)
TOLEDO
AB R H RBI
Passman 2b
4 0 0 0
Dittenhoefer cf 4 0 2 0
Heyman rf
3 0 1 0
Stroh If
4 0 0 0
Schultz ss
3 0 1 0
Staley rf
3 0 0 0
Roberts 3b
2 0 1 0
Coccia c
3 0 0 0
Backensto p
2 0 0 0
Hackenburg p
0 0 0 0
Kimmelman p
0 0 0 0
Schlictman p
1 0 0 0
TEAM
29 0 5 0
BOWLING GREEN
Baird 3b
4 0 0 0
Whit* cf-lf
4 1 0 0
Godby cf
1 0 0 0
Perry If
2 1 0 0
Jewell rf
2 2 0 0
Rose ss
5 3 3 4
Evans c
5 0 0 1
Kashmer 2b
4 0 3 1
Becker p
4 0 1 1
TEAM
35 7 7 7
BG
000 000 142-7
Toledo-000 000 000-0
(Second Game
TOLEDO
Passman 2b
4
Dittenhoefer cf 4
Schutz ss
2
Coccia c
3
Heyman rf
1
Roberts 3b
3
Staley lb
3
Stroh If
2
Moxley p
2
0
Kimmelman p
Schlictman p
1
25
TEAM

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

BOWLING GREEN
3 2 2
Baird 3b
White cf
4 0 0
3 1 1
Perry If
Jewell rf
2 1 1
Rose ss
3 0 1
Evans c
3 .0 0
Kashmer 2b
2 1 0
Perlioni lb
2 0 0
Burkle p
3 0 2
25 5 7
TEAM
Toledo-000 100 0-1
BG
201 110 x-5

1
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
5

OUCH! Dan Godby grimaces in pain after injuring his leg in Saturday's double header
against Toledo. It was a bad day for Godby,
who had earlier fouled a pitch off his hand

•

Tim Culek.

•

•

•

•

Trackmen Top Mud, Kent
By JIM MEIGHAN
Assistant Sports Editor
Mud, rain, and the draft test
highlighted the Bowling GreenKent State track meet here Saturday, as the Falcon tracksters
mudded past the Flashes 83-43.
The backstretch and the third
turn transformed almost every
event into the soggy end of a
steeplechase. Water lay in puddles three inches deep all along
the southwest section of the
track.
But even after a somewhat
heroic ground crew managed to
line the track only a handful of
Kent Staters showed up for the
splash.
Someone mentioned the draft
test, and things began to click- for BG that is. It seems some
of the Flashes' trackmen were
more concerned with draft deferment than the meet.
Even the most unobservant fan
began to catch on when the Blue
and Goldcouldn'tfieldfoursprinters for the 440-yard relay, leaving a rather uninspired Falcon
team coast to a victory.
Rich Greenberg, Bob Clasen,

The Rockets managed their
share of hits, as first baseman
Al Dlttenhoefer went two for
four in both games to raise his
average to .424. Overall, Toledo
managed seven hits off Burkle.
The double victory for the Falcons saw the Rockets' season
record slump to 10-11, while
Bowling Green upped its mark
to 14-5-1 in all contests, and 2-3
in the Mld-Am.
The Falcons head for the Unl-

Women's Softball
Team Wins, 22-7
The women's softball team defeated Michigan State22-7Saturday at East Lansing.
Mary Knechtges was the winning picther and Kermita Myers
stroked five hits, including a
home run, in as many times at
bat.
The victory boosted the women's record to 2-0.

However, it was a good day for the Falcons
who swept both ends of the twin bill by
scores of 7-0 and 5-1 respectively. Photos

MAN IN MOTION. This unusual shot catches the blur that
is Henry Williams straining to a finish in the 100-yard dash.
Williams also won the 220 and anchored the 440 relay team
to victory.
The Falcons defeated Kent 83-43 in the meet
held in University Stadium.

Tom Wright, and HenryWilllams
tested the lonesome bog all alone to finish the one-lapper in
44.5 seconds.
Bob Knoll was awarded first
place in the mile run. He led
the field for three and a half
laps but with the final turn in
sight, teammate Bob Parks pulled up abreast of Knoll and the
duo crossed the wire in a congenial 4:23.4.
Both the 100 and 220-yard dash
were pocketed by the bandaged
bantam, Henry Williams. Williams almost fell asleep in the
100, slowing down for a comfortable 9.9 win. Wright and
Greenberg followed Williams for
second and third place finishes.
The 220 was a different story,
as Greenberg wrangled over
first place with Williams until
the final ten yards. Williams
clipped the furlong 21.7 with
Greenberg and Wright in second and third place, respectively.
Ralph Canady turned In are-

spectlble 50.8 clocking in the
440-yard run. Canady handled
the sloppy track beautifully for
a come-from-behind-finish In the
home stretch. Running last for
most of the race, Royce Beaverson mustered a strong finale to
earn second place.
Trl-captain Bob Clasen logged
his best timing in the 880-yard
run this season, breaking the
tape in 1:55.8. Clasen put on
a final burst to speed by teammate Knoll in the last turn.
Knoll was second with Terry
Ortman third for BG.
Mike Weger was a double winner for the Falcon cause with
firsts in the high hurdles and the
long Jump. Weger romped the
highs in 14.9, and leaped 22 feet
8 inches in the long jump.
Bruce Baty went 13 feet 6
Inches in the pole vault to claim
the varsity honor, and Tom Hephner won the 440- yard intermediate hurdles in 57.3.

Golfers Tie Ohio U.
By TIM CHURCHILL
Sports Writer
The Bowling Green golf team
had to settle for a 12-12 tie with
the Ohio University golf squad
Saturday on the Falcons' wet and
muddy home course .
The Falcons' number-six man,
Ron Apple, had a chance to win
It all for Bowling Green, but he
ran into trouble on the final hole
and had to settle for a 2-2 tie
with the Bobcats' sixth man, Dick
Deeder.
After booming two tremenous
shots, Apple tried to sneak his
ball around and under a large
tree In front of the clubhouse. His
ball hit the lower branches and
ended up in the bunker in front
of the green.
After chipping to within seven
feet of the cup, Apple charged
his putt. He hit the back of the
hole and bounced straight up in
the air, coming to rest an inch
from the edge of the cup.
He holed his put for a six,
but Deeder checked in with a
five to tie Apple for the back
nine and clinch a tie for the
match.
The Falcons needed the tie by
Apple to insure a tie in the match,
as EdThels and PatMcGohanboth
suffered 4-0 setbacks, playing in
the number-one and three slots,
respectively, for the Falcons.
The two OU golfers who downed
Thels and McGohan, Jim Nordstrom and Dan Robinson, respectively, shared medalist honors
for the match by carding identical
74s.

Mike McCullough, sophomorenumber two man for the Falcons,
beat his opponent by a 3-1 margin, but the BG linksmen were
down by a 9- 3 margin after the
first three matches. Only great
performances by the fourth,fifth,
and sixth Falcons enabled BG
to tie the Bobcats.
Coach
Forrest Creason's
charges gave him just that-great performances by Ron
Whitehouse, Tom Bollinger, and
Apple. Whitehouse crushed Dick
Helwagen 3 1/2 - 1/2, the same
score Bollinger compiled against
Dave Ward. Apple finished with
the 2-2 tie.
Creason was pleased with the
team's performance, especially
when he saw wht ath
when he saw what the Bobcats
did the previous day in Toledo.
The OU linksters upset the University of Toledo Rockets by a
15-9 margin, besides downing
Miami, 18-6, and WesternMichlgan by a 19- 5 count.
"I was somewhat surprised
when I heard that they(OU) beat
Toledo," Creason stated, "because Ohio U finished sixth in
the Ohio Intercollegiate Invitational, well behind Toledo. "But
they're a fine golf team, as
they showed us Saturday."
The tie brings Bowling Green's
record to U-8-2 for the season,
with Just the Mid-American conference championships left on the
schedule.
The championships
will be held in Toledo May 20-21
at the Toledo Country Club.

